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Introduction

Communications technology at microwave frequencies requires integrated circuits

with higher performances. Furthermore, for such applications as high-speed digital and

analog circuits [l], GaAs has become a serious alternative to Si because of its superior

qualifies such as high ff, excellent optical properties and high speed for the majority

carriers. Trap levels [2-4], and especially the low thermal conductivity of the GaAs

material [4, 5], cause non-negligible problems in obtaining accurate models for thèse

devices. To study the transient behavior of a GaAs MESFET, two sets of measurements

were made: pulsed I-V and pulsed RF. Pulsed I-V curves were obtained by pulsing Vds.

The instantaneous S-parameters were measured using a Six-Port Network Analyzer

(SPNA) operating in burst mode. Thèse S-parameters were then used to extract the

small-signal équivalent circuit éléments. The results reveal the time dependence of some

intrinsic parameters of the MESFET.

l Modeling and Parameter Extraction

A small-signal équivalent circuit, proposed by A. Cappy [6] and shown in figure

l, was used to analyze the device behavior. This conventional équivalent circuit can be

divided into two parts :

l- the intrinsic éléments gm, Gds, Cgs, Cgd, Cds, Ri and tau which are function of

the bias conditions;

2- the extrinsic éléments Lg, Rg, Cpg, Ls, Rs, Rd> Ld a"(l Cpd which are

independent of the bias conditions.
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Fig. l. Small-signal équivalent circuit of the MESFET.

Since the intrinsic device shows a PI topology, the admittance matrix has to be

used to characterize its electrical properties. Therefore the problem is to détermine the

intrinsic y parameters from the expérimental data, that is from the measured S-parameters

of the extrinsic device. First, all the extrinsic éléments have to be determined by the so-

called cold modeling (where drain-to-source voltage Vds=OV). Then from the measured

S-parameters, simple matrix manipulations allow to carry out the intrinsic admittance

matrix. This can be done using the following procédure :

l- measurement of the S-parameters of the extrinsic device;

2- transformation of the S-parameters to impedance parameters and subtraction of

the séries éléments Lg and Ld;

3- transformation of Z to Y parameters and subtraction of Cpg and Cpd that are in

parallel;

4- transformation of Y to Z parameters and subtraction of Rg, Rs, L§ and Rd that

areinsenes;



5- transformation of Z to Y parameters that corresponds to the desired matrix.

To détermine the parasitic résistances, inductances and capacitances, the S-

parameters are measured at a Vds of 0V. In this case the transistor is a non-linear

symmetric device. First the parasitic gate, source and drain résistances and inductances

arc determined at a positively biased gate, so that the influence of the Cpg and Cpd

parasitic capacitances is negligible. At thèse bias points the following simplifiée!

équations are valid:

Z,^R, +R,+R,/3+nkT/qI, +yœ(4 +L,) (1.1)

Zn=Z,,=R^Rj2+jœL, (1.2)

2,2 = ^ + ^ +2^ + yco(Z,, + Lj (1.3)

where Re is the channel résistance at the applied gate voltage and nkT/qIg is the

differcntial résistance of the Schottky diode. As there are four unknown resistors and

only three équations with corresponding rcal parts, one additional relation is required. To

do this, différent methods can be used [6]. The gate and drain capacitances Cpg and

can be determined from S-parameter measurements at gate voltages below pinch-off

using the following simplified équations:

Im(rJ=./co(^+2Q) (1.4)

ïm(Y^=îm(Y^=-jtoC, (1.5)

Im(yj=./œ(C,,+C,) (1.6)

where Cb is the residual coupling capacitance from the gate to the source and drain

région.



It has been showed that all the device parasitic éléments can be measured when

Vds is set to 0V. The intrinsic y parameters and the équivalent circuit éléments of the

MESFET can be carried out for any bias point using the procédure described above and

finally solving the following équations:

c^=-înw'8d=-—<~ (i-'

/m(^)-œC^f, (RW)2 }
cgs= "'<v^i~l"^ l ^+ /- V^V2"^_ ^ l (1.8)

t" (!m{Yn)-^j

Ré^n}
i=\Im{Yn)-^f+(Re{Yn)}2

g, = ^((R^))2 + (/m(yj + œC^, )2)(7 + œ2^^2) (1.10)

1-œC,'SL
;ds° ' "œ —£~ (L11)

gds^^J (1.12)

l . (-^^-Î^W-wC^ReW>tau = — arcsin) ^8d ""v'21/ —gs^—^z^ j ^ ^

(0 \ Sn.

2 Characterization of the MESFET

It is well known that the model accuracy dépends on the characterization

techniques. Here, thrce différent measurement methods were used:

1-DC

2-pulsed I-V

3-pulsed RF



2.1 DC measurements

The drain-to-source current, Ids, versus Vds and Vgs was traced from

expérimental data and is shown in figure 2. From this figure, it can be seen that, for Vgs

greater than -IV and for Vds greater than 2.5V, the Ids curves have négative slopes. This

means that for incrcasing Vds the current decreases. As a conséquence of this, the output

conductance has a négative value, which is of no physical meaning. In order to explain

this and to improve the équivalent model used for the MESFET, thermal effects have to

be taken into account.

100

50

-Ids(vgs=-3.0V)

—fl—Ms(Vgs=-2.5)

•ïds(Vgs=-2.0)

-Ids(Vgs=-1.5)

—2— Ids(Vgs--" l .0)

—«-~Ms(Vg;^-0.i>.>

—W-Ids(Vga:;=0.0)

Fig. 2. DC characteristics of the MESFET



The Ids versus Vgs curies show a similar behavior: for increasing values of Vds

greater than 2.5V, the Ids current decreases and then the transconductance gm decreases

too, at thèse bias conditions.

2.2 Pulsed I-V measurements

In order to put in évidence the transient effects, pulsed I-V measurements were

taken with the expérimental setup shown in Figure l. The voltage drop, due to the Ids

current across a known résister, was amplified and then measured with a digitizing

oscilloscope. The resistor values were chosen to obtain a voltage gain of 10. Three

puises of différent widths were used at several bias points.

digitizimg
oscilloscope

HP-IBbus

Puise
generator

N Drsdn

\/

E

Controller

DC
bias

^
l

^

-»vw-

Fig. 3. Pulsed I-V measurement setup.

Figures 4a and 4b show the results at the beginning and the end of the puise. It was



noticed that the slopes of the Ids curves versus Vds start beeing négative after the first

lOO^is.
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Fig. 4. Ids versus Vds (a) after 24 (AS (b) after 1.4s from the beginning of the puise.
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Moreover, the Ids values, in the différent bias points, are greater than the corresponding

DC values. They progressively decrease and it can be reasonably deduced that they will

coïncide with the DC values, once the steady state is reached.

2.3 Pulsed RF measurements

A SPNA in burst mode was used to study the pulsed behavior of the MESFET and

to characterize the time response of the équivalent circuit parameters. The instantaneous

S-parameters of the DUT, corresponding to différent puises, were measured. A SPNA is

essentially made up of:

l- two six-port j unctions ;

2- eight linearized diode detectors;

3- a digitizing oscilloscope to record the waveforms at the output of the eight diode

detectors;

4- a puise generator;

5- a RF source.

The setup shown in figure 5 was used to characterize a medium power MESFET, a

NE900189 (0.5/<mx750/<m), applying a burst of voltage at the drain while maintaining

the gate bias constant. The MESFET was mounted on a test fixture and de-embedded

using the TRL calibration method. Thrce différent puises of 1ms, 50ms and 1.5s width

were used. The System was calibrated at the frequency of 2.3GHz. The measurements

were made at the following bias points:
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Fig. 5. Expérimental setup used for the S-parameter measurements.

So the instantaneous S-parameters, at the différent bias conditions, were measured. The

technique described previously was used to strip the parasitic éléments and to carry out

the values of the intrinsic parameters of the équivalent circuit. This was made by the

DC^WV program.

Figures 6a and 6b show the behavior of the intrinsic transconductance gm- It is the most

important among the non linear éléments of the équivalent circuit. To first order, gm is a

function of gate bias only. The transconductance g m increases as the bias of the gate is

increased. But there is also a dependence upon Vds. For very low values of Vgs (around

-2.5V), gm increases for increasing Vds. For Vgs values greater than -2.0V, gm increases

for increasing Vds up to 6V, and then starts decreasing as Vds exceeds this value. This
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can be explained considering the thermal effects on the Ids curves at thèse bias points. In

figure 6a it is shown how gm changes versus time. It can be seen that, at the very

beginning of the puise, gm increases for increasing Vds and, at the end of the puise, gm

increases and then decreases as Vds becomes greater than 6V.

Regarding Gds, it is shown, in figure 7a, that it decreases for increasing Vds. At low

Vds, Gdg increases as Vgs is increased. However, at higher values of Vds, it increases

for increasing Vgs values from -2.5V to -2.0V and then Gds decrcases. This can be seen

in figure 7b, and can be explained in tenus of self-heating that becomes important for bias

values in the saturation région at high gate voltages. In figure 7b the thermal effects

allow to understand the higher percentage réduction versus time of Gdg, when Vgs is

equal to 0V.

The main contribution to Cgs is due to the depletion région under the gatejunction. The

increase in the Cgs value, for increasing Vds and Vgs, can be explained refemng to the

depth and extension of the depletion région. Its behavior versus time is constant. See

figures 8a and 8b.

Cgd's main variation is related to the extension of the depletion région between the gate

and the drain. In fact, for increasing Vds, Cgd decreases. Although the dependence upon

Vgs is slighter, there is a decrease of Cgd for increasing Vgs. No time dependence was

found (see figure 9).

The capacitance Cds présents its typical behavior versus bias changes, that is Cds

increases for increasing Vds and decreasing Vgs. No significant time dependence has

been found, except for high gate and drain voltages, where dissipation cannot be

considered negligible as can be seen in figure 10.

According to the literature, we found out that it is particularly hard to extract the intrinsic
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parameter Ri with accuracy. Decreasing Ri for increasing Vgs was obtained, as expected.

For each Vgs value. Ri decreases as Vds increases. There is no évident time dependence

as figure 11 shows.

The intrinsic parameter tau is the transconductance time delay and corresponds to the

transit time of the majority carriers from the source to the drain passing through the bias

dépendent région under the gate. It should be pointed out that tau decreases for

increasing Vgs and Vds. The values obtained are larger than the expected ones, except

those in the région of high Vds and Vgs. There is a weak increase versus time as is

illustrated in figure 12.

It is clear from figure 13 that the bias nonlinearity of ff is govemed by the bias

nonlinearities of gm and Cgg.

Finally, the S-parameters computed using the extracted parameter values, are in good

agreement with the measured data, thereby validating the accuracy of the approach used.
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3.26

^S21
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IS221
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^S22

-72.5

-64.6
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Fig. 6. Variation of gm with time.
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Conclusion

The main purpose of this work was to study the transient behavior of the

MESFET small-signal équivalent circuit éléments. To do this a SPNA was used to

measure the instantaneous S-parameters under burst drain bias and RF conditions. Self-

heating effects were pointed out. The time independence of most of the intrinsic

parameters allows the use of a simple model incorporating only a few time dépendent

éléments to reproduce the effective device behavior.

Regarding the measurement setup, few recommendations should be made in order

to improve the accuracy of the results. First, the vertical résolution (8 bits) of the

digitizing oscilloscope, when used in single shot, was found to be the main limitation of

the System. Second, the settling time of 1.5^s of the puise generator prevents us from

studying the behavior of the device at the very beginning of the puise. Finally, other

significant limitations are related to the inaccuracy of the parasitic extraction techniques

and the analytical method used to compute the intrinsic éléments of the équivalent circuit

oftheMESFET.
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